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ABSTRACT 
Electrical treeing experiments have been conducted at different temperatures and levels 
of absorbed moisture in Araldite CY1311 epoxy resin samples above their glass transition 
temperature, i.e. when the resin was in a flexible state. The fractal dimension of the 
electrical trees obtained and the rate of tree growth were found to depend on the 
environmental factors: temperature and humidity. It has also been found that at certain 
levels of temperature and moisture absorbed in the samples, a transition occurs from 
electrical treeing degradation to breakdown by thermal runaway. Complementary 
investigations of the dielectric properties of the same epoxy resin system have revealed 
that a bulk quasi-dc (QDC) charge transport mechanism takes place above the glass 
transition temperature, and we show that the characteristic features of the dielectric 
response are related to the shape of the electrical treeing degradation and the transition 
to thermal breakdown. This is explained qualitatively through the effect of the bulk QDC 
charge transport process in modifying the local space charge electric field distribution. 
   Index Terms  — Epoxy resins, electrical breakdown, electrical trees, charge transport, 
thermal breakdown 
 
1   INTRODUCTION 
 ELECTRICAL treeing is a pre-breakdown degradation 
mechanism that is initiated by local high stress points such as 
metallic asperities, discharging voids [1], and water trees [1, 2].  It 
leads ultimately to electrical breakdown [1], once the tree has 
crossed the insulation. Electrical tree propagation is governed by 
partial discharges (PDs) occurring in the tree channels, or in the 
case where the channels gain a thin graphitic conducting layer at 
the top of the channels [3, 4]. The shape of the electrical trees can 
be characterized by their fractal dimension, df [1, 3].  Two main 
categories can be identified according to the tree fractal dimension, 
namely branch trees with 1<df <2 and bush trees with 2< df < 3. In 
some cases a bush tree develops a small number of long branched 
structures extending from its periphery and is called a bush-branch 
tree, whose overall fractal dimension can be taken as df≈2. In epoxy 
resins electrical tree growth has been found to depend on various 
factors, including applied electric stress [5, 6], frequency of the 
applied voltage [7], temperature [8], absorbed moisture [9], 
material state (rubber-like or glassy) [4], and others.  
Several models of electrical tree growth have been proposed in 
the literature, which can be broadly classified into two main 
categories: deterministic and stochastic [3]. Stochastic models 
assume a step-wise tree growth and rely on a random selection of 
the direction of each tree channel addition which has been justified 
either on the basis of material inhomogeneity [10] or random local 
variations in the factors that control the damage mechanism that 
eventually results in a new channel. The stochastic models have an 
ability to create fractal structures similar to those experimentally 
observed. The main criticism of the stochastic models is that they 
do not provide sufficient understanding of the physical processes 
governing the growth of electrical tree structures (for example the 
process of partial discharge induced damage, branch formation and 
bifurcation), although some physical parameters can be included in 
such models, for example the dc conductivity of the bulk dielectric 
material was incorporated in [11]. Furthermore a semi-
deterministic model [12] has shown that random material 
inhomogeneity did not lead to fractal trees, but produced structures 
dominated by weak paths. Structures more akin to fractals were 
formed only when factors influencing the local electric fields were 
varied dynamically according to a random selection from a 
specified distribution. The development of fully deterministic 
models for electrical tree growth and corresponding PD activity 
 has allowed a detailed study of the factors influencing the tree 
growth [3, 4, 13-15]. Unlike the stochastic models, the 
deterministic models resolve the spatial distribution of the PDs 
within the tree structure based on a given set of physical parameters 
and electrostatic boundary conditions, and generate damage using 
quantitative physical factors related to the PD. The conductivity of 
tree walls was introduced as a model parameter in [4] and the 
calculated PD magnitudes showed a significant dependence on this 
parameter. The model outcomes reflect the experimental 
observations where conductive and non-conductive electrical tree 
structures were found [16].  
Space charge is produced in the vicinity of the tree structure as 
a result of the PD activity. The effect of these space charges has 
been incorporated in a deterministic Discharge Avalanche Model 
(DAM) [14]. The results of the model suggest that the fractal 
dimension of the resultant tree structure depends upon the 
availability of electrons for back avalanches, the amount of charge 
produced in each discharge, the fraction of charges that recombine 
when brought together during a time-segment, and less strongly on 
the initial value of the minimum distance needed for impact 
ionization [14]. Other factors such as the recombination of positive 
and negative charges also contribute in determining the shape of 
the tree structures. According to DAM, a reduction of charge 
recombination and increased electron availability of electrons for 
back-avalanches gives bush structures, while increasing 
recombination and reducing electron availability eventually gives 
straight punctures [14].The amount of space charge available 
around the tree structure is also dependent on the bulk charge 
transport mechanisms in the dielectric material, which were 
incorporated into [14] by allowing injected and avalanche-
generated carrier to penetrate the polymer beyond the damage 
region at the growing tree tips under the action of the local electric 
field. However most of the existing models do not account for the 
influence of the environmental factors (temperature and relative 
humidity) on the growth of the electrical degradation.   
In this work we have used the dielectric measurements presented 
in [17] to determine that there is a bulk quasi-dc (QDC) transport 
process that is available to displace charges in a set of flexible 
epoxy resins. The analysis allows us to determine the conditions of 
humidity, temperature, and frequency, under which the 
displacement of the charge will be effective in moving discharge-
injected charge away from electrical tree tips during the half-cycle 
of an applied voltage. The modification of the electric field 
distribution around the tree periphery produced in this way has 
resulted in a qualitative explanation of the influence of 
temperature, absorbed moisture, and frequency of the applied 
voltage on electrical tree propagation and tree shapes observed in 
electrical treeing experiments on the same resins [18]. 
 
2  EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The cured epoxy resin system was prepared by mixing the 
base epoxy resin Araldite CY1311 with 30% by mass amine 
hardener Aradur HY1300GB. The glass transition temperature 
of this resin is 0 °C, and all tests were performed above Tg of 
the resin i.e. with the resin in its rubbery state. The liquid epoxy 
resin and hardener were first degassed in a vacuum oven in 
separate beakers for 10 min at 30 °C to 40 °C. Then they were 
mixed together on a hot plate (~40 °C) using a magnetic stirrer 
for 10 min. After mixing, the mixture was degassed in the 
vacuum oven for 10 min to remove any air bubbles trapped 
during the mixing stage. Aluminium molds were used to 
produce plaque samples in two thicknesses: 0.7±0.1 mm and 
1.7±0.1 mm for dielectric measurements. For the electrical 
treeing experiments tungsten pins having shank diameter 1 mm 
and radius of curvature 3µm were cast in epoxy slabs of size 50 
mm x 20 mm x 5 mm with a pin-plane distance of 
approximately 2 mm. 
All samples were left to cure in their molds for two days at 
room temperature (~20 °C). They were then post-cured for 1 h 
at 100 °C under vacuum to ensure completion of the cure 
reaction before slowly cooling down to room temperature. The 
samples, assumed dry at this stage, were then weighed using an 
analytical balance of 0.1 mg precision before being stored in 
sealed containers under controlled temperature (20 °C) and 
relative humidity (using saturated salt solutions). Saturated salt 
solutions of LiCl, MgCl2, K2CO3, and NaCl or de-ionized water 
were used to create environments with a stable relative 
humidity of 15, 30, 44, 75 and 100% respectively at room 
temperature [19, 20]. 
2.2 DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS 
A bespoke test cell, shown in Figure 1, was used for the 
dielectric measurements. This was designed to enable dielectric 
measurements to be taken in a controlled temperature and 
humidity environment in order to maintain a stable level of 
absorbed moisture in the samples over a sufficient length of 
time to enable the dielectric measurements to be made. A three-
electrode configuration was used for the measurements. Further 
details of the test cell and the measurement equipment used can 
be found in [17]. 
 
 
Figure 1. A photograph of the measurement cell [17]. 
2.3 ELECTRICAL TREE EXPERIMENTS 
A set of experiments have been carried out to establish the 
influence of temperature and moisture on electrical degradation 
mechanisms related to electrical treeing in epoxy resins. A 
standard pin-plane electrode configuration was used for the 
 treeing experiments. The electrical treeing experiments were 
conducted 2-3 months after the samples were manufactured, 
and all samples were conditioned in sealed containers with 
different levels of relative humidity over that period. The mass 
uptakes of the samples were recorded by measurements with 
the analytical balance. All samples were produced using the 
same manufacturing procedure and stored in the same sealed 
containers as described above, so direct comparison between 
the results obtained from the dielectric measurements and the 
treeing experiments was possible. 
The experiments were carried out in a Faraday cage to exclude 
external electromagnetic interference. The pin-plane electrode 
geometry samples were contained within a glass cell filled with 
silicone fluid to eliminate discharges occurring along the 
surface of the sample during the tests. A HV transformer rated 
at 20 kV rms provided the 50 Hz applied voltage, which was 
connected to the pin electrode. The brass base-plate of the glass 
cell formed the plane electrode, which was connected to earth 
potential.   
The electrical trees were grown at 13.5 kV rms, 50 Hz ac 
applied voltage and the apparent charge was measured using a 
RCL resonant circuit coupled to the HV circuit using a high 
voltage discharge free coupling capacitor. A RCL circuit having 
a resonant frequency of 200 kHz was used and the PD 
amplitudes and phase angles with respect to the ac applied 
voltage were recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO). 
The minimum sensitivity of this measurement system was 
1.5pC.  The data acquisition interval was 1 s with 10 s time 
delay between consecutive acquisitions. A cartridge heater 
embedded in the cell base-plate and controller allowed the 
treeing experiments to be conducted at chosen fixed 
temperatures in the range 20-70 °C. The treeing cell was 
thermally insulated so that a constant temperature was 
maintained in the cell during the tests. A Peltier-cooled CCD 
camera was used to monitor the tree structure during growth 
using back-illumination to capture images of the electrical trees. 
 
3  RESULTS 
3.1 DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS 
The dielectric response of a CY1311 sample at different 
temperatures is shown in Figure 2. The sample was conditioned 
in a container with saturated solution of LiCl (RH 15%) and the 
level of absorbed moisture in the sample was 0.1%. All spectra 
are obtained for the resin above its Tg. The spectra given in 
Figure 2 shift to higher frequency with increasing temperature. 
It was possible to obtain master plots for both the temperature 
and humidity dependence of the dielectric response by 
translating the data along the log frequency and log amplitude 
axes to bring the response plots into coincidence (equivalent to 
rescaling the characteristic frequency and amplitude). A master 
plot of the dielectric spectra given in Figure 2 with the addition 
of 30 °C and 50 °C data, is shown in Figure 3.  The locus of the 
translation point is given below the master curve and the spectra 
are normalized with respect to the data obtained at the highest 
temperature.  As previously reported the dielectric spectra 
exhibits a quasi-dc (QDC) process and a mid-frequency 
dispersion [17]. The QDC behavior implies that in these 
conditions charge transport takes place by means of structured 
paths [21] that are not uniformly distributed spatially. 
 
 
Figure 2. Real (filled) and imaginary (open markers) components of the 
relative permittivity of epoxy resin CY1311 at 20C(), 40C(●), and 
60C(), absorbed moisture 0.1%, sample thickness 0.8 mm 
 
Figure 3. Master plot of the temperature dependence of CY1311 sample, 
absorbed moisture 0.1%, thickness 0.8mm 
The humidity dependence of the dielectric spectra of four 
samples, conditioned in environments with RH 15%, 30%, 75% 
and 100% and having mass uptakes prior to the dielectric 
measurements of 0.2%, 0.7%, 3.0%, and 7.2%, respectively is 
shown in Figure 4. The locus of the translation point is given 
below the master curve and the spectra are normalized with 
respect to the highest humidity data. In this case, the high 
frequency ends of spectra appear to coincide, however there are 
some differences in the mid and low frequency regions. The 
increment of ε’ associated with the mid-frequency dispersion 
appears to have amplitude that varies from sample to sample. In 
the low frequency region, the real and imaginary parts of the 
permittivity for samples with a high water content do not run 
parallel to each other as expected from a QDC response [21]. 
Instead the slope of ε’’ is equal to -1, while ε’ has a slope greater 
than -1, which varies from sample to sample. This form of 
behavior has been described in [22], where it is shown that it 
originates with the charging of a dispersive electrode interface 
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 capacitance by a bulk DC conductance. The interface 
capacitance in this case is usually assumed to be an electrical 
double layer that permits diffusion, anomalous or otherwise. 
Since such a double layer is very thin compared to the sample 
thickness it has a very large capacitance and the apparent 
permittivity estimated from the measurements can reach 
extremely large values that increase gradually at very low 
frequencies where the diffusion takes effect. The spectra in 
Figure 4 suggests that this form of behavior occurs in samples 
with higher water content, i.e. that the high water content 
converts the QDC behavior observed in low water content 
samples into a spatially uniform DC conductance. 
 
Figure 4. Master plot of the humidity dependence of CY1311 samples, 
temperature 30 C, thickness 1.7mm 
 
The dielectric measurement data for samples without sputter-
coated gold electrodes were fitted using the equivalent circuit 
proposed in [17]. This is reproduced in Figure 5. The bulk 
material is modelled by QDC1 and QDC2. The interface is 
modelled by a series blocking capacitance, Cs, which represents 
the air-gap in the case of imperfect contact, and a conductance, 
Gs, inserted in parallel with Cs to represent surface conduction 
along the epoxy surface. Typical values of the characteristic 
parameters for a sample with a level of absorbed moisture 0.2%, 
thickness 1.7 mm are given in Table 1 for different 
temperatures. These values were obtained from the dielectric 
data by a non-linear least squares fitting procedure to the 
equivalent circuit. The value of the frequency independent 
capacitance C∞ was assumed to be 18 pF, which corresponds to 
a relative permittivity of εr∞ = 2.3 [17]. 
 
Figure 5. Equivalent circuit used for fitting the dielectric data [17] 
 
An important question that has not yet received an answer is 
that of the nature of the charge carriers involved in the QDC 
process in the epoxy resins. Frequently, QDC is associated with 
ion transfer between neutral clusters leading to an extended 
charge separation on a percolation structure. The charges may 
however also be electronic in nature [21, 23].  
In hydrated biopolymers [24-26], which have been found to 
have a similar dielectric response to that of the epoxy resin 
presented in Figure 4, it was suggested that proton transfer is 
responsible for the long-range charge transport QDC 
mechanism, and some evidence for isotope dependence has 
been presented in [25] supporting this hypothesis. The chemical 
composition of the epoxy resin systems also has the potential 
for proton transfer, with proton donors, such as salicylic acid, 
often being used to facilitate polymerization and accelerate the 
final curing reaction [27] between hardeners such as diamine 
and the epoxide groups. Its presence in the epoxy used here is 
supported by the GC/MS analysis presented in [28].  
The role of the salicylic acid in the epoxy system is 
complicated and may result in more than one type of ion. It may 
react in the presence of amine groups giving a mono-anion and 
the acid group thus formed may open the epoxide group ring. 
There is also a possibility that some salicylic acid exists in the 
hardener as mono-anions or as di-anions assuming that 
additional proton donation may occur. The concentration of 
both species will depend on the equilibrium conditions. In 
addition a condensation reaction involving salicylic acid and 
hydroxyl groups may occur during the cure reaction [27], when 
the concentration of hydroxyl groups is increased due to the 
opening of the epoxide ring. This reaction can account for the 
presence of initial moisture after the epoxy samples have been 
post-cured as reported in [28]. Thus the presence of salicylic 
acid may be a necessary prerequisite for proton donation and 
consequently proton transfer between hydrogen bonded water 
clusters, which would give rise to the observed QDC behavior.  
Figure 6 shows the dissociation of a salicylic acid molecule in 
the presence of water. The consequent proton transfer can be 
understood in terms of “structural diffusion” [29] in which a 
topological defect migrates through the hydrogen-bonded 
system rather than an actual mass diffusion of either protons H+ 
or H3O+ protonic complexes. This process requires the 
simultaneous breaking and making of covalent bonds in 
interchange with making and breaking of the associated 
hydrogen bonds due to changes in the orientation of the 
Table 1. Fitted values, absorbed moisture 0.2%, thickness 1.7 mm 
Parameter Temperature 
20°C 30°C 40°C 50°C 60°C 
QDC1 
amplitude, pF 
100 
±27 
12 
4±3 
13 
5±2 
149 
±2 
154 
±2 
QDC2 
amplitude, pF 
55 
±27 
34 
±3 
20 
±2 
14 
±1 
9 
±1 
Low frequency 
slope (p) 
-0.976 
±0.001 
-0.972 
±0.001 
-0.969 
±0.001 
-0.971 
±0.001 
-0.974 
±0.001 
High frequency 
slope 
(n-1) 
-0.088 
±0.004 
-0.092 
±0.002 
-0.092 
±0.002 
-0.090 
±0.003 
-0.086 
±0.004 
QDC 
characteristic 
frequency, Hz 
1.1 
±0.1 
9.3 
±0.2 
59 
±2 
278 
±11 
1056 
±47 
C∞, pF 18 18 18 18 18 
Gs, DC 
conductance 
(interface), pS 
1.0 
±3.7 
28 
±4 
243 
±20 
1175 
±80 
4232 
±257 
CS, Series 
capacitance, 
pF 
382 
±238 
630 
±35 
815 
±34 
917 
±36 
966 
±37 
 
 molecules involved in the hydrogen-bonded network. In this 
way the proton can be effectively transferred through the cluster 
as shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that a negative charge 
created by the removal of a proton from a water molecule can 
also be transferred through the H-bond connected water 
molecule sequence in a similar way. In this case it is still a 
proton that moves in a H-bond, but now it is a negative charge 
that is effectively transported.  
 
 
Figure 6. Proton donation and transport in epoxy resins. (Top) Dissociation of 
salicylic acid in the presence of water. (Bottom) Proton transfer along a cluster 
of hydrogen bonded water molecules from [29] 
 
 As can be seen in Figure 4 absorbed water strongly facilitates 
the QDC by reducing the time required for the transfer of charge 
carriers between one cluster and another i.e. increasing ωc.  The 
anomalous diffusion observed in the dynamics of water 
absorption in epoxy resins [9] suggest that the absorbed water 
is present in both bound and mobile states, and in a recent study 
on water diffusion in epoxy systems using deuterium NMR 
analysis [30] it has been suggested that the mobile water is 
comprised of H2O molecules interacting with the polymer 
network while the bound water occurs as a result of the 
formation of water molecule clusters.  
Since there is no detectable charge transport below Tg while 
above Tg it has a high activation energy ~1.5eV [17] it is likely 
that the long range charge transport associated with the QDC 
behavior at ω < ωc requires significant segmental motions of the 
polymer network. Consequently the transfer of charges between 
clusters in the QDC mechanism has to be associated with the 
water molecules that are attached to the polymer, i.e. the mobile 
fraction, which possibly transfer protons when segmental chain 
motions transiently form water molecule chains as in Figure 6 
leading to dynamic charge percolation on structured paths. It is 
also possible that the amine groups in the hardener chains play 
a role as these have a high proton affinity [31] and are therefore 
likely proton hopping sites albeit ones with a substantial 
activation energy. A high enough moisture content would raise 
the system above the percolation limit giving rise to a true DC 
conductance.  
Charge displacements produced as a result of these bulk 
transport processes would give rise to dynamic variations of the 
local electric field and could be of importance for electrical 
degradation in epoxy resins [32]. They would also occur during 
an electrical treeing experiment where local field fluctuations 
are important in determining the tree shape [3], and could be of 
importance in explaining the effect of moisture on tree shape in 
epoxy resins [9]. 
3.2. ELECTRICAL TREEING EXPERIMENTS 
The effect of absorbed moisture on the electrical treeing 
process is illustrated in Figure 7, where images of four trees 
grown at applied voltage of 13.5 kV rms and T = 20 °C in 
samples with moisture levels of 0.1%, 1.0%, 2.4%, and 6.9% 
are shown in a) to d), respectively. The images shown in Figure 
7 were taken after the end of the corresponding experiment and 
represent the final tree structures obtained [18]. The fractal 
dimension of the final tree structures was estimated using a 
MATLAB program based on the box counting method applied 
to the image which is a 2D projection of the tree. As long as the 
tree has a fractal dimension less than 2 this method gives an 
acceptable value. In the case of the tree image in Fig.7a, the 
body of the tree is completely black indicating a region where 
no light can penetrate and therefore has a fractal dimension 
greater than 2. Such a value cannot be estimated properly by 
this method. Instead the program includes the open branch 
structure on the tree periphery to give an average value over the 
whole image of 1.8. In reality this tree is a bush-branch tree with 
a genuine fractal dimension greater than 2.   
The fractal dimension of the electrical trees decreased with 
increasing level of absorbed moisture from a value greater than 
1.8 at 0.1 % to 1.3 at 2.4%. In the sample with the highest level 
of moisture, Figure 7(d), the degradation mechanism had 
changed from electrical treeing to thermal breakdown. In this 
case the protection fuse of the HV transformer blew as the 
applied voltage was increased at the beginning of the 
experiment. The damage showed no tree channels and instead 
striations were observed indicating differing material density 
caused by high current flow and the production of high 
temperature. This is consistent with the process of thermal 
breakdown. A similar picture was observed when the effect of 
the temperature was considered at a constant level of absorbed 
moisture. Images of four electrical trees grown at different 
temperatures are shown in Figure 8. The respective samples 
were conditioned in a sealed container with RH 30% and had 
acquired about 0.6% mass increment prior to the treeing 
 
 
a) 3 > df   1.8 
 
b) df = 1.7 
 
c) df = 1.3 
 
d)   
Figure 7. Electrical degradation and breakdown at different levels of absorbed 
moisture, temperature 20C, applied voltage 13.5kV rms, pin-plane distance 
2mm: moisture level of: a) 0.1%, b) 1.0%, c) 2.4%, d) thermal breakdown at 
6.9%. [18] 
1mm 
1mm 1mm 
1mm 
 experiments. The fractal dimension of the trees shown in Figure 
8 decreased with increasing temperature. At temperatures 
above 50 °C thermal runaway was observed. 
 
In general, increasing temperature and/or moisture led to 
faster tree growth and lower fractal dimension of the 
corresponding electrical trees. Although the overall mechanism 
of electrical treeing did not change (PD driven phenomenon), 
the details of the PD dynamics were found to change 
significantly with increased temperature and moisture content. 
At even higher values of temperature and moisture, it was 
possible to identify a set of values for which the degradation 
mechanism (electrical treeing) changed to a breakdown 
mechanism (thermal runaway). The electrical tree growth times 
and the conditions at which breakdown took place are given in 
Table 2. Once again, the experiments were terminated before 
the trees were able to bridge the pin and the plane electrodes. 
This was done mainly to preserve the tree shapes and also to 
protect the RLC load circuit from possible damage. In the case 
of RH15 at 40 C the experiment was deliberately terminated at 
40s because of a very rapid initial growth, which prevented an 
accurate estimation of the tree growth time. However in some 
cases sample breakdown happened very quickly, i.e. less than 
10s after the voltage application, and no tree images were 
recorded in this period of time. These cases are designated in 
Table 2 by the letter ‘B’ and thermal breakdown is assumed to 
be a likely breakdown mechanism given its observation in some 
of the other cases. 
Table 3 and Table 4 give the average number of discharges 
per second and the average discharge magnitudes, respectively, 
measured over the entire tree growth, for the same set of 
conditions as listed in Table 2. In the cases where thermal 
breakdown had occurred, no PD data were collected. At low 
temperature and low moisture the average values of both 
discharge rates and magnitudes are typical of those 
characterizing the PD activity during the electrical tree growth 
[33, 34]. However, at high values of temperature and/or 
humidity the average PD magnitudes decrease, while the 
corresponding number of PDs per second increases 
significantly. Under the same conditions, the corresponding tree 
growth times are very short and indicate a runaway process 
[13]. In the runaway process the growth of the tree structure 
rapidly propagates to the counter electrode and the typical 
decelerating phase of tree growth [13] was not observed. Hence, 
the PD rates can be used to differentiate between the two 
regimes of electrical treeing and runaway. The runaway tree 
growth regime marks the transition between conventional tree 
growth behavior and thermal runaway breakdown. The rapid 
tree growth may be the result of joule heating causing the local 
temperature in the sample to increase above the cell 
temperature. 
 
 
 
 
 
a) df  = 1.7 
 
b) df  = 1.6 
 
 
c) df  = 1.5 
 
d)  
 
Figure 8. Electrical degradation and breakdown at different levels of 
temperature, absorbed moisture 0.6%, applied voltage 13.5kV rms, pin-plane 
distance 2mm; a) temperature 20C , b) 30C , c) 40C , d) combination of 
treeing and thermal breakdown at 50C . [18] 
 
Table 3. Average number of discharges per second [s-1] during the entire 
tree growth [34] 
  20oC  30oC 40oC 50oC 60oC 70oC 
RH15 
(0.1%) 691 1164 1821 2715 11670 16850 
RH30 
(0.6%) 1010 1928 3496    
RH44 
(1.0%) 1085 3291 18094      
RH75 
(2.4%) 14258         
RH100 
(6.9%)       
 
Table 4. Average discharge magnitude [pC] during the entire tree growth 
[34] 
  20oC  30oC 40oC 50oC 60oC 70oC 
RH15 
(0.1%) 252 236 226 218 81 5 
RH30 
(0.6%) 241 182 232    
RH44 
(1.0%) 336 153 68      
RH75 
(2.4%) 98         
RH100 
(6.9%)       
 
1mm 
1mm 1mm 
1mm 
Table 2. Tree growth time 
  20oC  30oC 40oC 50oC 60oC 70oC 
RH15 
(0.1%) 
51min 17min >40s 4min 2min 30s 
RH30 
(0.6%) 
7min 3min 3min 10s B B 
RH44 
(1.0%) 
7min 1min  45s B B B 
RH75 
(2.4%) 
30s B B B B B 
RH100 
(6.9%) 
B B B B B B 
B – breakdown (the sample broke down in less than 10s) 
 
 4  DISCUSSION 
4.1. EFFECT OF BULK CHARGE TRANSPORT 
ON THE ELECTRICAL DEGRADATION AND 
BREAKDOWN IN EPOXY RESINS 
When the characteristic frequency ωc of the QDC process is 
greater than the frequency of the applied voltage, charge 
transport between clusters can take place during an AC half-
cycle. This leads to the separation of charges between super-
clusters that form part of an extended percolation system. 
Consequently the polarization associated with the QDC that 
gives rise to the increasing value of ε’ towards lower 
frequencies, will correspond to charge separation over long 
distances which increase as frequency reduces. This can have a 
significant effect on the electrical tree growth. The charge 
deposited at the tips of the electrical tree as a result of the PD 
activity can be effectively transferred deeper into the material 
by this mechanism, and as a result the field within the tree 
structure is increased on the same half-cycle as the initial charge 
depositing PD. The negative feedback of the PD-deposited 
space charge in inhibiting successive discharges in the same 
half-cycle and in the same tree tube (channel) is thus 
ameliorated. Consequently partial discharge in the existing 
channels and the electrical tree growth is favored in the pin-
plane direction, resulting in faster growing trees with smaller 
fractal dimension. 
Thermal breakdown occurs when the values of ωc are much 
higher than the frequency of the applied voltage (50Hz) (see 
Table 1). Thus it appears that the critical factor for the transition 
from electrical treeing pre-breakdown degradation to thermal 
breakdown is the length of the percolation path over which 
charges can be separated, and hence the PD deposited space 
charge can be transferred. This is consistent with a suggestion 
that in epoxy resins an increase in the ionic conductivity at 
temperatures above Tg and at high moisture levels may lead to 
thermal breakdown even at moderate electric fields [35]. In 
Table 5 we give values for tanδ at 50 Hz obtained from the raw 
dielectric response data. A comparison with Table 2 shows that 
the transition to thermal breakdown occurs when the effective 
(AC) conductivity of the resin exceeds a critical value which is 
dependent on temperature and absorbed moisture. In this 
particular case the transition appears to take place when tanδ is 
between 1 and 2. It should be noted that this will be the case 
when a QDC process dominates the response with ω less than 
about 0.1 ωc, since then tanδ =cot((1-p)π/2) with p > 0.5 in 𝜀′′ ∝
𝜀′ ∝ 𝜔−𝑝 [22]. 
 
4.2. EFFECT OF BULK CHARGE TRANSPORT 
ON THE PD PROCESS 
Due to the bulk charge transport, the electrical charges 
deposited by the discharge can be moved away from the tree 
structure and, as a result, the local space charge field, which on 
the same half-cycle opposes the applied field, will be reduced. 
Thus another PD can take place shortly after the first one had 
occurred and overall more discharges occur over one half-cycle 
of the applied voltage.   
Figure 9 shows a simplified equivalent circuit model that was 
used to study the effect of bulk charge transport on the gas 
discharges. The circuit represents a void in series with the bulk 
of the material. The void is represented as a spark gap in parallel 
with GV, where GV is the surface conductance of the void. A 
capacitor CB in parallel with a conductance GB represents the 
bulk capacitance and conductance of the epoxy resin, 
respectively. This model can be used for simulation of the PD 
activity either in the case of an electrode-bound void or as an 
approximation to an electrical tree, if the entire tree structure is 
assumed to discharge simultaneously. The PD inception Eon and 
extinction Eoff fields were separately defined for each half-cycle 
of the applied stress EAC as free parameters. The values of Eon 
and Eoff have to be similar for both polarities of the applied 
voltage in order to mimic the PD activity in electrical trees. 
 
Figure 9. Equivalent circuit for PD simulation 
 
Figure 10 shows on the left the phase-resolved plots and on 
the right the Pulse Sequence Analysis (PSA) return maps 
obtained from two calculations over 50 cycles of the applied 
voltage at two different values of the conductance GB.  The 
value of value of GV was set to zero to model electrical tree 
channels that are non-conducting and the value of CB was 
chosen to be 2.2nF. In both cases the peak value of the 
sinusoidal applied stress was 19.6 kV/mm, and the values for 
Eon and Eoff were 11.6 kV/mm and 10.9 kV/mm for the positive 
polarity and 11.3 kV/mm and 10.7 kV/mm for the negative 
polarity respectively, since the treeing process is essentially 
symmetric with respect to the voltage polarity [33]. A study of 
the PD inception and extinction voltages and stresses in voids 
in different insulating materials can be found in [36]. In the 
phase-resolved plots, the PD pulses are indicated by the green 
lines, the voltage across the spark gap is given in black, the 
voltage across the insulation (capacitor CB) in red and the 
applied sinusoidal voltage in blue. The differential ratio dU/dt 
Table 5. Tan at 50Hz as a function of temperature and absorbed moisture  
 20oC 30oC 40oC 50oC 60oC 70oC 
RH15 (0.2%) 
0.08 0.10 0.15 0.35 1.00 1.29 
RH30 (0.7%) 
0.11 0.17 0.42 1.30 2.85 - 
RH75 (3.0%) 
1.14 1.96 1.92 3.40 6.45 - 
RH100 (7.2%) 
1.7 5.40 33.9 109 167 - 
 
 was used to analyze the simulated data and to obtain the PSA 
plots in the same way as the experimental data presented in [34].  
The simulations resemble closely the experimental data 
given in [34] and reproduced here in Figure 11. In the case of a 
lower conductivity of the bulk resin (Figure 10a) the PDs occur 
in the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quadrants of the applied voltage 
and the PSA return map consists of six clusters, which have a 
similar appearance and alignment to the case of burst type 
behavior during an electrical tree growth, shown here on the left 
in Figure 11 and in [34]. The PD activity between the bursts is 
characterized by a significant scatter in the PSA clusters and it 
is not possible to simulate it using the equivalent circuit of 
Figure 9. In this phase of activity the tree fractal dimension has 
been found to increase, which implies multiple discharge sites 
and lower correlation between the individual PD events. 
An increased bulk conductivity of the resin leads to an 
increase in the number of PDs per cycle and a shift in the phase 
window over which the PDs occur (see Figure 10b). Hence, 
they take place in phase with the applied voltage and even after 
the positive and negative voltage peaks, i.e. the negative 
discharges occur in Q1 and Q2, and the positive discharges in 
Q3 and Q4, respectively in Figure 10b. This is reflected in the 
corresponding PSA return map, where the clusters associated 
with positive and negative PD distributions extend along the 
45° line. Similar return maps were observed in the cases of 
runaway growth, shown here on the right in Figure 11 and in 
[34]. The simulation therefore associates runaway growth with 
a high bulk conductivity for which the circuit model of Fig.9 
applies throughout the discharging, i.e. the sample conductivity 
is nearly homogeneous throughout the bulk resin. 
 
 
Figure 10. PD simulation over 50 cycles of the applied voltage, phase resolved 
data (left): PD pulses – green, applied voltage waveform – blue, voltage across 
the spark gap – black, voltage across the insulation – red; Pulse Sequence 
Analysis (PSA) plot (right); a) GB = 5x10
-11S; b) GB = 5x10
-6S 
 
  
Figure 11. PSA return plot: absorbed moisture 1.0%, temperature 20°C (left) 
and absorbed moisture 2.4%, temperature 20°C (right) [34] 
The circuit element GB is a reasonable approximation in this 
case and the transition in the PD activity from typical electrical 
tree growth to runaway growth is associated with a high 
effective bulk conductivity at the frequency of the applied AC 
field. At low temperature and moisture content, however, the 
effective bulk conductivity of the resin is low and a QDC charge 
transport should be considered rather than DC conduction. The 
QDC charge transport and the underlying cluster model are 
usually understood in terms of fractal circuits [37-39]. The 
equivalent circuit in Figure 9 does not account for the fractal 
geometry of the electrical tree structure and the build-up of local 
space charges. Therefore, it does not provide sufficient 
complexity to mimic the real world situation. The influence of 
the QDC process on the electrical treeing is discussed in the 
next section. 
4.3 A QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EFFECT OF BULK CHARGE TRANSPORT ON 
ELECTRICAL TREES 
The deterministic model for electrical trees [14] made 
allowance for the effect of discharge generated space charge 
upon tree propagation. It was found that the space charge 
deposited around a tree channel/tubule tip inhibited further 
discharges in that tube and favored discharges and hence 
discharge-generated damage at other tips. In addition electron 
injection by any subsequent discharges in the same 
channel/tubule would be directed by the local field to produce 
damage in an alternative direction to that of the first discharge, 
thereby encouraging bifurcation. Consequently PD-deposited 
space charge that remains around the tree tips can be expected 
to lead to heavily branched trees. Since the penetration of PD-
deposited charge in [14] was restricted to three grid bonds (= 
30µm) because of limitations on computer time, the injected 
charge did not move far away from the tree tips, and thus the 
simulations [14, 15] always produced heavily branched trees 
although it was found that they could take either a branched or 
bush form according to the applied voltage.  
The PDs calculated from the simulations of [14, 15] showed 
both the large bursts of activity upon branch formation [5] and 
also the signature of deterministic chaos [40] observed 
experimentally. In the present work PD simulations (Fig.10) 
show that under the same conditions of low dc conductivity i.e. 
little or no charge penetration into the bulk, the pulse sequence 
behaves substantially as observed experimentally for branch 
trees with high fractal dimension (1.7 <df  <2) and bush type 
trees (df ≥2) (Fig. 11) consistent with the tree simulated in 
[14,15].  
The charge penetration can be correlated with the moisture 
and temperature conditions by means of the dielectric response 
which shows a QDC charge transport in most cases. Here the 
key feature is the time, (ωc)-1 at which charges are transferred 
between clusters, i.e. separated over distances greater than a 
cluster correlation length ξc. Since ξc is likely to be less, and 
probably much less, than the average length of a branch 
addition (~10µm as in [14]) the PD deposited space charge and 
that developed in damage generating processes such as 
avalanches, space charge will not be transferred very far into 
 
 
 
  
 
a) 
b) 
 the bulk polymer when the AC frequency ω > ωc and certainly 
not the 20 -30 µm allowed in [14]. In this case the displacement 
of the space charge can be described as in Figure 12 a –b. It 
should be noted that it is not necessary for charge carriers to 
recombine in order to produce the displacement, only that a 
region around the tips reaches a state of net neutrality. When 
the needle polarity reverses some of the injected electrons will 
be in shallow traps and will be available as seed electrons for 
back discharges in the tree tube, but other electrons will be held 
in deep traps such as benzene rings in the phenoxy group of the 
DGBEA, which have an electron affinity of 2.253eV [31]. 
Other electrons taking part in damage processes will have 
ionized, or attached to, molecular moieties along the damage 
track of about 10 µm. These charges will be retained over 
several ac cycles, (Figure12c), as found experimentally [28], 
and they will continue to inhibit same polarity discharges in the 
same tree tube for some time.  
In contrast when ω < ωc charge separation during a half-cycle 
by means of the QDC process can extend over a distance ξ  > 
ξc, with ξ related to (ωc)-1. This displaces the space charge 
deeper into the bulk polymer as in Figure 12 d-f. As result 
subsequent discharges in the same tube are much less affected 
and the damage generation is much more likely to take place 
along the same tree-tip-plane direction as initially. In this case 
tree tips are likely to develop new branches only at the leading 
parts of the tree with less bifurcations giving a tree with less 
branches, i.e., a lower fractal dimension. Since the branch 
forming damage is now concentrated along only a few 
directions the tree growth rate will also become greater.   
The above considerations show that the relationship between 
tree shape, propagation time, c, and tan, expressed in Tables 
1, 2, 5, and Figs 7, 8, are due to the extent of the penetration of 
discharge injected space charge during a half-cycle of the 
applied field.  It is interesting to note that in polyethylene 
increasing the field frequency ω for the same conditions of 
voltage and temperature results in a cross-over from branch 
trees to bush trees, and on varying the pin voltage the cross-over 
from branch trees to bush trees moves to low voltages with 
increasing frequency [41] consistent with the picture presented 
here.  
Eventually ωc becomes so much bigger than ω that the QDC 
carries a substantial amount of charge deep into the polymer 
bulk during the half-cycle. This will occur at high temperature, 
or when a high moisture content converts the percolation 
system into a DC conductance. In this case dielectric and joule 
heating may become large enough to generate a thermal 
runaway process leading to breakdown such as is found in 
Figures 7d and 8d. A possible criterion for this to occur is when 
ω is so large with respect to ωc that charge separation over the 
percolation path extends between the tip and the plane 
electrode, in which case the QDC acts like a DC conductance 
even though the percolation system has not reached the 
percolation limit for an infinite cluster [42]. 
 
Figure 12. A qualitative description of space charge displacement around 
discharging electrical trees in flexible epoxy resins following a tree discharge 
depositing negative charge around the tree tip. 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
The shape and growth rate of electrical trees in epoxy resins 
has been correlated with their bulk electrical properties, and in 
particular with the way in which these are affected by 
temperature and absorbed moisture; increases in both of which 
have been shown to affect the electrical tree growth in a similar 
way. The growth time and fractal dimensions of the trees have 
been found to decrease with increasing temperature and/or 
moisture concentration. These observations were explained as 
the result of the effective transfer into the bulk material of the 
space charge deposited at the tips of the electrical tree due to 
the PD activity. Dielectric response measurements have shown 
that at lower temperature and moisture content the charge 
transport mechanism had a QDC form arising from a 
percolation type process. In this case the crucial factor is the 
relationship between the frequency at which long range 
transport sets in and the frequency of the applied field. 
Levels of absorbed moisture and temperature were identified 
at which the degradation mechanism (electrical treeing) 
changes to thermal breakdown. This transition to thermal 
breakdown has been tentatively explained as due to the 
formation of percolation paths that extend over the entire 
distance between the pin and the plane electrodes. It is 
suggested that at these conditions, the loss tangent exceeds 
unity (tan𝜹>1) at the frequency of the applied field, i.e. the 
dielectric loss (ε’’) exceeds the charge storage capacity (ε’) of 
the material. 
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